The (ab initio) effective potential method developed previously has been applied to several molecules in order to establish a basis set and effective potential for iodine and to examine aspects of the potential surfaces of hypervalent compounds of iodine. Implied lone-pair stereochemical activity is found to agree well with experiment. Results for the structures and force constants closely resemble those found in related studies of xenon fluorides which exhibit similar systematic deviations from experiment. Iodinefluorine bond lengths are overestimated by about 0.05 A and stretching force constants are slightly too high. These data provide a consistent basis for investigating further aspects of hypervalent iodine compounds that have so far resisted experimental resolution.
INTRODUCTION
Although the chemistry of hypervalent compounds of iodine has been extensively explored, the physical characterization of the compounds has been sketchy and the theoretical treatment limited mainly to semiempirical quantum methods [l-4] .
Because of the significant gaps remaining in our understanding of these important but experimentally and theoretically elusive compounds, it seemed worthwhile to apply pseudopotential theory to their study. This ab initio molecular orbital approach, recently developed by Ewig and co-workers [ 5-71 and others [ 8, 9] into a practical technique applicable to polyatomic molecules, is particularly suitable for molecules containing heavy atoms, for which all-electron computations are prohibitively expensive. Of special interest is the molecule IF, whose properties have yet to be interpreted conclusively. Before tackling this comparatively complex case, however, it was necessary to develop a basis set and effective potentials and to test them on simpler examples in order to assess the systematic deviations between these and experiment which might be expected. In earlier, closely related work [lo, 111 the systems F,-m-F, and a series of xenon fluorides were treated. In the present study, the structures and some aspects of the potential surfaces of I*, IF, IF3 and IFS are examined.
PROCEDURE
The computational method is described in Part I [lo] and in earlier publications by Ewig and co-workers [ 5-71. It is a fully ab initio LCAO-MO SCF procedure which introduces a molecular Phillips-Kleinman pseudopotential operator into the Fock equations together with a non-empirical frozen-core model potential thus making it possible to perform valence-only variational computations.
In the present work calculations are carried out using minimal basis sets. Contracted Gaussian basis functions were constructed for iodine by procedures discussed in Part I, modelling them after the single zeta core and double zeta valence atomic orbitals of Clementi et al. [ 121. The resultant iodine 5s and 5p basis functions are listed in Table 1 . Associated local potentials are presented in Table 2 . Fluorine functions are those listed in Part I.
In the case of the diatomic molecules IF and IZ, calculations of the electronic energy were carried out at several internuclear distances (3,3.5,3.75, 4 and 4.25 au for IF and 4, 4.5, 5, 5.25, 5.5 and 6.0 au for IZ). Bond lengths and force constants were determined by incorporating the four points of lowest energy in a cubic polynomial. For the sake of comparison, the frequencies were calculated from the second derivative of the potential energy evaluated at the internuclear distances corresponding to both the calculated potential minimum and the experimental potential minimum.
RESULTS
Calculated orbital energies, bond lengths and stretching frequencies are recorded in Table 3 for the molecules IF and IZ. Corresponding all-electron SCF results [ 13, 141 and experimental values are also included for comparison.
Because a gradient procedure for efficient geometric optimization was not incorporated into the calculations, results for the polyatomic molecules IF3 and IFS are more fragmentary. Of particular interest were the angles between [7] ) and as close to the experimental ionization potentials [ 15,161 derived from photoelectron spectra as would be expected. Our results for IF, corroborated as mentioned above, and for IF, and IFS, which have received scant treatment by ab initio methods, are quite different from those reported by Rode [21] who carried out all-electron SCF-MO calculations based on Gaussianlobe orbitals. We have no explanation to offer for the differences. Because Rode's work determined no geometric parameters, we shall not refer to it again.
Our diatomic internuclear distances and vibrational frequencies depart little further from the observed values than do the results of all-electron singleconfiguration calculations with appreciably more flexible basis sets. Analogous comparisons are not available, theoretically or experimentally, for IF3 which polymerizes in the solid state and disproportionates before melting as the temperature is raised [ 221. Enough was known about the related molecules XF, XF3 and XFS (X = Cl, Br, I) to allow Deb and Coulson [l] to make a reasonable prediction for the structure of the missing member IFS. These authors suggested 1.80 a for IF,, and 1.90 A for IF,, estimates which are consistent with our results when the systematic excesses of the order of 0.1 a in IF and related XeF bond lengths [lo, 111 are taken into account. [26] and 86 * 1.5" [27] values for IFS, BrF, and ClF, respectively, obtained from experiment. In both IF3 and IFS, then, the stereochemical activity of the lone pair embodied in the VSEPR model and revealed by the spontaneous migration of all fluorines to sites of the same side of the basal plane through the iodine atom, is well represented by the pseudopotential calculations. This work, together with more extensive work on xenon fluorides [ 10,111, shows that the qualitative aspects of the molecular force fields of hypervalent compounds are satisfactorily accounted for by the pseudopotential approach ignoring d orbitals. Moreover, the quantitative deficiencies to be expected in calculated structures and frequencies have now been mapped out. Therefore it appears promising to apply the method to our original goal [28] of attempting to understand IF, and to resolve the contradictory interpretations of its properties.
